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HIGHLIGHTS
The US Federal Reserve announced it
will reduce the monthly pace of its net
asset purchases (the end of Quantitative
Easing) and signalled that it expects to
raise interest rates (the start of
Quantitative Tightening) shortly. Global
bond and equity markets reacted in a
volatile fashion, falling sharply on the
news.
The US Dollar bucked the trend as did
commodities on the back of heightened
geopolitical tensions and higher energy
prices.
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Sources: Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg. Equity returns are total return.
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january key developments

may key developments

It was a poor start to the year for financial markets
with all major financial assets posting negative
returns in January. Cash and commodities were
the only asset classes to be spared as markets
developed a nosebleed after reaching dizzy
heights in 2021.
The catalyst triggering the ‘sea of red’ response
was the rapid increase in US Treasury yields
following the US Federal Reserve’s decision to
reduce the monthly pace of its net asset
purchases, as well as the Fed’s announcement
that tighter monetary policy (higher cash rates)
was just around the corner. While these central
bank actions were widely anticipated by markets,
the sudden realisation that the Fed was on the
cusp of ‘lift-off’ mode caught many by surprise,
leading to widespread selling and rotation to more
defensive pockets of the investable universe.
Global bond markets responded to the Federal
Reserve’s more ‘aggressive’ tone by rapidly selling
bonds, which caused prices to fall heavily and
bond yields to rise. Yields on two-year and 10-year
US Treasuries ended the month 45bps and 28bps
higher, respectively. This sharp ‘sell off’ of bonds
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was not just a US phenomenon but mirrored
universally across global bond and credit markets.
A consequence of rising real bond yields is that it
affects future earnings prospects for companies,
which in turn means lower present values and a
reduction in the price of shares. Predictably, this is
precisely what happened. Growth stocks, which
entered the year at all time highs, were impacted
most. US stocks fell (-5.2%) with the technologyheavy NASDAQ crashing (-9%). Sub sectors of the
S&P500 including Consumer Discretionary (-8.2%)
and Real Estate (-8.1%), which are extremely
sensitive to rising bond yields, were also hit hard
by the bond selloff.
The Australian share market also caught the brunt
of the volatility with the All Ordinaries down (-6.6%)
in January, in what was one of the worst starts to
the year for Australian equities in decades. It was
not all unwelcome news however, with some
sectors of the equity market doing better than
others, limiting the damage to a mini correction
level only (i.e. less than 10%). Energy (+7.9%) was
the top performing sector as surging oil and gas
prices supported earnings upgrades in
heavyweight energy stocks Santos and Woodside.
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The big miners, BHP and Rio Tinto, also
benefitted from abnormally large price moves in
the iron ore price, which incidentally was up an
incredible +20.8%. In stark contrast to the strong
performing Energy and Materials sectors this
month, Information Technology (-10.1%), Heath
Care (-7.0%) and Real Estate (-5.6%), in
combination with other sectors, drove the market
lower.
While it was a bumpy ride for markets in January,
Australia’s economy continues to hum along in the
background. Household balance sheets are still
reasonably strong. General confidence is slowly
returning, as is general consumption. Labour
statistics look promising, and people are finding
jobs and returning to work. Wage growth is
starting to move in the right direction. Inflation is
noticeably on the march but still manageable, and
all signs point to a moderation over the coming
months as supply and demand forces start to
harmonise.
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Looking ahead
While economic growth will slow later this year
courtesy of rising rates, stronger demand from
households and businesses and a rotation from
demand for goods to services, should keep the
economic recovery alive for a while longer. If
recovery continues as expected, it would be a
net positive for corporate earnings and equity
prices over the next 6-12 months. That said, we
expect further volatility this year as markets
grapple with the uncertainty posed by higher
interest rates, learning to live with the virus, a
slowing China, upcoming elections and rising
geopolitical risks.
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MAJOR MARKET INDICATORS

Source: Quilla, Thomson Reuters Datastream
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GENERAL DISCLAIMER
This report has been prepared by Arrive Wealth Management (SEQ) Pty
Ltd, trading as Arrive Wealth Management. Arrive Wealth Management is
a Corporate Authorised Representative of Arrive Capital Pty Ltd
ABN 24 641 636 535, AFSL 525758.
This document contains information that is general in nature. It does not
take into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any
particular person. You need to consider your financial situation and needs
before making any decisions based on this information.
This report is confidential and is for the intended recipient only. It is not to
be distributed or reproduced without the prior consent of Arrive Wealth
Management (SEQ) Pty Ltd.
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